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HUMANATOR 
ASSESSMENT TOOL

7 HEALTH-CHECKS TO HELP TRANSFORM YOUR 
BUSINESS AND ENSURE FUTURE SUCCESS
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Developed by the folks at The B Hive, The Humanator 
is a quick self-assessment tool which comprises seven 
multiple choice questions and covers various aspects 
of business.  It has been designed to help organisations 
understand how human they are today and how they 
can improve for the future.  Upon completion, you will 
receive a snapshot ‘human’ diagnosis across the seven 
areas.

There are no right or wrong answers, participants are 
simply asked to go with their gut instinct and not to 
over-analyse their responses.  The topics covered in 
the survey relate directly to The B Hive White Paper 
‘How Human is Your Organisation?’ and reflect the 
most burning issues being faced by businesses today.  

Whilst not based on any primary research or a 
scientific study, the tool has been compiled by a senior 
team at The B Hive and is meant to act as a proxy and 
the output can be used to incite further discussion 
either with your internal stakeholders or with the team 
at The B Hive. 

The overall results should help identify not only 
weaknesses but potential areas of strength i.e. an 
aspect of an organisation that is exceeding expectations 
in how ‘human’ it is currently operating and building 
on this, will provide guidance on areas that need 
improvement. 

“There is a difference between 
doing the next thing right, and 
doing the next right thing.”

Peter Drucker 

The over-reliance of technology by businesses is 
proving to have a sell-by date and this new tech era is 
crying out for a return to some basic human touches. 

We are seeing more organisations stepping up and 
shifting their focus to care more about humanity.  A 
combination of rising role of technology combined 
with realisation of the role people play in building 
great brands and businesses at a time when 
workforces are changing dramatically and the 
skills necessary are changing.  Chevron talks about 
being the human energy company; Dow is the 
human element; JetBlue claims to ‘air on the side of 
humanity’; Samsung is designed for humans whilst 
Cisco is the human network.

A tipping point is just around the corner at which 
point everything will be all about being human.  In 
fact, we might already be there – recently Marketing 
Week named it the new buzzword and proclaimed 
“societal shift in relationships that requires brands 
to behave like humans in order to connect with 
consumers and build trust.” 

2019 feels like the year when this dialogue broke 
through the walls of marketing and is rapidly 
becoming the topic of the day, hence the urgency for 
all organisations to join the quest to becoming more 
human. 

This isn’t one of those Facebook quizzes, instead, 
it provides an understanding of your organisations 
humanity which simultaneously helps you to better 
assess your overall capacity for performance. 

WHAT IS THE 
HUMANATOR? 

WHY IS ‘HUMAN’ SO 
IMPORTANT NOW? 
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1. PURPOSE

3. CUSTOMERS

2. PEOPLE

4. CULTURE

Thinking about your business purpose, goals and 
what your company stands for, I think…

  Values? What values? Oh, those in the 
Welcome Pack, that we discuss at appraisals?

  Most employees know the values by heart, 
and we have awards at the Christmas party

  We literally live and breathe by our values 
and they’re ‘present’ in everything we do

The best way to describe the approach we take 
with our customers is most like...

  We only really start to dig into the little data 
when we have an issue such as falling sales

  With the help of some tech, we have a team 
working to keep up with competitors

  Through ongoing and engaging 2-way 
dialogue we’re able to meet all their demands 

 When it comes to looking after employees, the 
wellness program at your company is…

   Pretty basic, can’t even really remember what 
is included as a new starter

  On a par with most other companies in my 
industry that are of a similar size

  Probably one of the best and stands out from 
other leading organisations

How well would someone know & understand your 
culture if visiting just for the day...

    You would have to look near and far to find it 
before you could work out what it was

  If you sat near certain people and we ran one 
of our ‘activities’, you’d get it for sure

  There’d be no escaping it and you’d be 
‘feeling’ it by the time you were leaving
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5. GROWTH

7. AGILITY

6. MINDSET

When thinking about learning and development, 
your company’s attitude is similar to... 

   Offers the industry standard in terms of 
breadth and depth of training

  Tries to stay ahead of the latest and greatest 
thinking so everyone is able to grow personally

  Provides a fully flexible and customised 
roadmap for personal and work growth 

When thinking about internal organisational 
matters, my company is more like...

  We are quite a traditional company and 
structured in a conventional way

  We have adopted some agile approaches 
particularly in our IT area but we have not 
really considered across the business

  We work collaboratively, regularly upgrade 
tech and re-think the way we work together

If asked about the company mindset of your 
organisation, it could be described as...

     Feels like there is a big gap between ‘them/
us’ and we are ‘stuck’ 

  We’re all in it to win but we just don’t have 
the most inspiring leaders

  Made to feel like everyone has a part to play 
and we celebrate and fail together
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YOUR RESULTS

For additional detail around what this diagnosis means,  
contact The B Hive at enquiries@thebhive.com.au

MOSTLY As MOSTLY CsMOSTLY Bs

Summary: your organisation has 
probably not given very much 
thought to any of this, and is 
unlikely to even know where to 
start in becoming more human

Caution: although incredibly 
daunting for any organisation 
in this position, it is critical to at 
least take one small baby step as 
a matter of urgency

Take-out: time is of the essence 
and no longer can your 
organisation continue to ‘pretend’ 
that everything is going to be ok.

Summary: your organisation 
has implemented many great 
changes to become more human-
led, but there is still room for 
improvement

Caution: it is tempting to sit 
back and enjoy the benefits of all 
your hard work but the killer for 
organisations is complacency – 
your work is never done in this 
area

Take-out: instead of comparing 
yourself to your leading industry 
peers, see who else is winning 
across all industries.

Summary: your organisation 
has given some of these issues 
considerable thought and actions 
have been taken that has yielded 
positive results

Caution: it is likely that your 
organisation is at a tipping point 
and so balance needs to be 
maintained between man vs robot 
where cost is not the only driver

Take-out: for continued success it 
is important to explore new ways 
of achieving the same results that 
feels less like a battle.

HUMAN PRETENDER HUMAN NINJAHUMAN BATTLER

WHAT DOES IT ALL MEAN?
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